The 'weak scatterer' approximation is usually inappropriate for re-entrant target structures, and ISAR images based on this approximation often display unwanted 'artifacts' which can complicate image interpretation. Last year, we presented an image restoration method which can be used to mitigate these artifacts without significant impact on neighboring image components and demonstrated its application using anechoic chamber data (SPIE Proc., Radar Processing, Technology, and Applications II, vol. 3161, pp. 9-19 (1997)). Since then, we have further examined this novel filtering technique and applied it to measured ISAR data. In addition, duct shape-specific parameters can be recovered using this analysis, and we have looked at the possibility of applying these to the problem of radar-based target classification. Our presentation will review the past theory and present results of our investigations over the past year.
INTRODUCTION
Radar imaging systems usually exploit the properties of a linear, non-dispersive model to recover an object function p(x) from measured data E(k) 1'2-although it has been recognized that this so-called 'weak, point-scatterer' model is invalid for many practical scattering situations.35 Despite this acknowledged limitation, the resulting analytical convenience of this traditional approach remains quite compelling and algorithm designers are loath to abandon it altogether. While there are many scattering situations that are well-approximated as non-interacting point subtargets, scattering bodies consisting of ducts or cavities can significantly deviate from the point-scatterer assumption. Typically, these re-entrant structures are dispersive in the sense that p(x) has a strong dependence on the frequency of the interrogating radar signal. Reconstructing such a p(x) under a non-dispersive assumption results in unwanted image artifacts which are sometimes difficult to associate with specific target features and which may obscure other (correctly modeled) image elements. Figure 1 is an example ISAR image displaying the kind of artifacts that are associated with re-entrant target structures.
Owing to the importance of ducts and cavities in airborne target image reconstruction-they often contribute the strongest part of the radar return-a significant effort has been made to model and predict their scattering behavior. Much of this work has concentrated on accurately calculating the radar cross-section of known structures, and the devised methods are (typically) numerically intensive and require extensive a priori size and shape information.6 14 Such direct scattering approaches are often inappropriate to the problem of identification of unknown targets because their complexity-required for predictive accuracy-makes them computationally unwieldy.
Below, we will examine an old and relatively simple model for duct and cavity scattering. We will demonstrate how this model leads to a very simple interpretation of the first-order properties of radar scattering from cavities and inlets while maintaining much of the complexity seen in actual radar data. We begin by reviewing our previous results'5 and section 2 establishes notation and presents the weak modal expansion model and its consequences to image interpretation. This model characterizes an inlet/cavity by a set of shape-dependent parameters and, in section 3, we present a simple method for extracting this information from complex radar images and filtering-out their effects. Our approach is related to recent dispersive-scatterer identification methods1618 but is easily extended to a target parameter identification scheme that we conjectured could prove useful in target recognition problems. Section 5 discusses the scheme and shows why it is impracticable.
SCATTERING MODEL
For notational simplicity, we consider only the down-range factor of the ISAR image and treat the scattering problem as one-dimensional. In a monostatic scattering situation (in which the transmitter and receiver are colocated) it can be shown"2 that the weak scatterer far-field response E (k) due to an harmonic excitation of a target can be written: This is a linear superposition of waves radiating from locations in the down-range support of the target with local scatterer strength proportional to p (x) . The incident interrogating wave has: angular frequency w; speed C; wave number k = w/c; the factor of 2 accounts for the 2-way travel distance from the radar to the target and back again; and we have suppressed the e jt time dependence.
Equation (1) is basically a Fourier transform relationship between the target object function p and the measured data E. Because of this, frequency domain filtering is a sometimes-suggested approach to eliminating cavity-and duct-dispersion artifacts. The idea is simple to understand: in the image domain, 'ordinary' scattering centers behave as point targets while dispersive scatterers display a distributed structure. Consequently, in the Fourier transform domain the point-like scatterers will be distributed while the dispersion artifacts will be localized. Filtering the peaks out of the transform domain data, followed by inverse transformation, should (in principle) mitigate duct dispersion image artifacts.
While this Fourier domain filtering approach is sometimes successful, there are many situations for which it fails-typically, by removing legitimate (i.e., non-dispersive) target structures from the filtered image. To help understand this, we will use a more 'complete' target model which retains much of the 'fixed, point-scatterer' nature of p. This is accomplished by fixing an effective phase-center to a single location on the target and describing the variations in p by including a dispersive phase term in the radar signal. In this way, any position shifts 3 are accounted for by a general dispersion relation. With this modification, equation (1) can be written
S(x', k') c 1 accounts for varying strength and the interval (k1 , k2) represents the data (bandwidth) limits. Equations (2) and (3) demonstrate how the effects of complex scattering centers can be interpreted as being due to a spatially varying point-spread function W(x, x') acting on an object function consisting of weak, isotropic, and frequencyindependent scatterers fixed at effective phase-center locations on the target.
If we treat a target duct or cavity as a wavegui(Ie, then the point-spread function (3) associated with terminated waveguides of effective length L, with entrance located at Xjnlet (which we shall take as the phase center associated with this structure) , can be expressed in a modal expansion as
The phase term /3 depends upon the so-called 'cutoff' frequencies Wc,m C kc,m which are labeled by the mode indices rn. 19 The cutoff frequencies also allow us to limit the terms in the modal sum to M = max{mlkc,m k2}. 
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The image j3(x) can be understood in terms of the object p(x) by examining the integral ,k2 ________ Im(X) = I k1 e i2Lk2-k ei2kx dk .
If we substitute2°e i2Lk2-k = 2 ik2 k,m f JO (2kc,mVx/F2 L2) e j2k dx" , (8) where Jo(e) is the Bessel function of the first kind, then we can write
L max(kj,k,)
Equation (9) is somewhat easier to interpret than (7): Im(X) 5 a convolution of J0(2kc,m/X2 _ L2) and f(k1,k,) /i -(kc,m/k)2 ei2 dk. Applying the approximation
max(ki,k,)
where 1(1,c) (max(ki, kc,m)+k2)/2 and k(i,) = k2 -max(ki, kc,m), it is easy to see that the down-range effects of the inlet will appear as the function Jo(x), shifted according to x -f V'x2 -L2, dilated by x -* 2kc,mX, and 'blurred' by the function sinc(Lk(l,)x).
The approximation (10) is discussed in15'21 where it is shown that when kc,m << k1 the approximation is very good. When kc,m ' k1 , the general effect is to scale the sinc(zk(l)x) function by a factor a < 1 while closely retaining its general shape. Since kc,m typically increases with increasing m, this means that higher modes will contribute proportionally less to the image p3(x) and that modes for which kc,m 2 k1 will be reduced by a .5.
In addition, the scale factor Lk(i,) = k2 -max(ki, kc,m) means that when kc,m > k1 the sinc(zk(l,)x) blurring function will cause the associated image elements to be less sharply defined.
MODIFIED FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FILTERING
The results of equations (9) and (10) imply that we should treat the model parameters L and {kc,m} within the context of the Bessel function approximation. Moreover, this model demonstrates why Fourier domain filtering will not be generally correct: the form ofthe argument of J(2kc,mVX2 _ L2) means that the frequency components will be blurred and shifted under Fourier transformation. While it is possible to correct for this analytically, such a procedure would introduce distortion in the non-dispersive scattering elements. There are alternate integral transforms which can be applied to this problem, however, and we consider the so-called Y-transform: I f(x)Y(x) dx (11) where Y(e) is the Bessel function of the second kind (of order v). Equation (11) can be employed to show that20 p00 K0 (2L/kc2,m -,2) if kc,m > ,, _2icJ J0 (2kc,m\/X2 -L2) Pfl{p}() = f°°( x) xfl Yi(2kx) dx , (13) for ic > 0. Then it is easy to see from equations (6-12) that P(c) will be sharply peaked when ic =kc,m, k1 1 k2.
( Conveniently, the Pa-transform of a point scatterer will have strength proportional to Y i (2cx) which, for large radar frequencies, will generally be very small in comparison to fYo(f) and IKo(f)I for small.)
The reciprocal transform to (13) is not quite as well defined. It can be shown22 that
where H(x) is the Struve function, obeys N, = Y, 7 = Ifor functions in L2(O, oo) when -1 < v < 0.
EXAMPLE
An example of this kind of modified 'frequency-domain' filtering is shown in figure 2 . This image is based on the ISAR image offigure 1 and was formed by applying the truncation filter Pfiltered(!c)
to the 22-transform of each of the down-range cuts in figure 1 , and inverting results in the filtered image.
We originally tested the algorithm on simple truncated waveguide measurements performed by a stepped frequency radar in an anechoic 15 This early example showed that the dispersive artifacts could be reduced without affecting the neighboring non-dispersive image elements. The example of figure 2 is intended to demonstrate the applicability of this Pa-transform based filtering technique to ISAR images.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR TARGET CLASSIFICATION
The ability to estimate the parameters {kc,rn}mE M associated with a given re-entrant structure from the scattered data raises an interesting question: Can these characteristic parameters be independently applied to the problem of target classification? Because dispersive image artifacts associated with ducts are observed over a very wide range of target aspects, it was conjectured15 that each of the associated kc,m might also be obtained over the same (wide) range of aspects and a useful classification method (akin to JEM) might be based on these mode estimates.
It turns out that this conjecture was overly optimistic and, even though dispersive artifacts are often seen at many aspects, these artifacts are generally not due to the same kc,mthat is, there are very many modes associated with a jet engine sized structure illuminated at typical radar frequencies, and the mode strength is a very sensitive function of aspect. Consequently, individual modes get rapidly turned 'on' and 'off' as target orientation varies. To see this, consider a duct with circular cross section of radius a and let 0 denote the aspect angle defined with respect to the duct axis. The mode strength (in equation (6)) for such a duct has been shown to be well-approximated by9 The dependence of 8m on 8 of relation (16) has the unfortunate consequence that Sm(0) displays the same oscillatory variation with 0 as radar/target scintillation (at least for small 0). This means that the conjectured method will suffer the same kind of shortcomings as range profile based target classification but, since there will usually be very many modes involved, the degree of the problem will generally be worse.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Following the initial development of the Y-transform based filtering method for mitigating the image artifacts of dispersive scatterers,15'2' two important questions remained unanswered: How well does the method work on real ISAR images? and, Can the extracted mode information be applied to target classification?
The first of these questions was answered by examining a variety of ISAR images collected from aircraft targets under real-world (but non-combat) conditions. cross-range, meters that is, figure 2 is an artifact-mitigated version of figure 1 . The other test cases all showed similarly effective artifact removal. Moreover, similar studies have shown that the method is effective in removing artifacts from HRR profile images (although this may be of less value than in ISAR images). Note that, in the absence of 'ground truth' (i.e., corresponding ductless targets), the ability of the filter to remove dispersive artifacts without affecting neighboring non-dispersive image elements has been difficult to assess. (Some initial assessment of this kind of 'accuracy' has been performed on very simple ducts15 and the algorithm is known to be effective in this sense for these elementary cases.)
While the filtering method has been shown to be appropriate to ISAR and HRR image artifact mitigation, however, it is not appropriate to parameter extraction based duct classification. This is because of the sensitivity of mode strength to aspect angle, and the analysis of section 5 has shown that we can expect scintillation-quality variations in 8m • The unfortunate consequence of this variation is in estimated mode 'spectra' that change rapidly with target aspect (this analysis has been verified experimentally).
